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Certificate Program Overview

 Purpose: promote the preparation of high quality 
financial reports.

 Program began in 1945.

 Participation includes more than 3900 entities 
ranging from state and local governments to school 
districts to special districts to retirement plans.



Certificate Program – How to Participate

 To participate, send applicable fee and three copies 
of the following:

 Completed application

 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (hardcopy, CD, PDF  
or website reference)

 Responses to prior year comments and suggestions (if CAFR 
was submitted in the prior year)



Certificate Program – How to Participate

 Fee for participation depends on:

 Size of the entity

 GFOA membership

 Fees can range from $290-$2190.



Certificate Program – How to Participate

 Normal submission deadline is 6 months after 
yearend.

 Extension (generally one month) can be applied for 
when there are extenuating circumstances.

 Key Employee turnover

 Implementation of major pronouncements

 Audit issues

 Cannot obtain extension for the same reason in 
subsequent years.



Certificate Program - Benefits

 Benefits of Participation:

 Quality financial reporting enhances accountability to citizens 
and other interested parties.

 Participants have access to wealth of technical knowledge.

 Recognition for the entity with potential for improved credit 
ratings.

 Helps ensure that new standards are implemented properly.



Certificate Program – Evaluation Process

 Judged for compliance with GAAP and program 
policy.

 Reviews are performed by GFOA staff and members 
of the GFOA’s Special Review Committee (SRC).

 SRC reviewers come from governments, public 
accounting and academia.

 SRC reviewers must have prepared or audited a 
CAFR that received the Certificate.

 SRC reviewers from different state and firm than 
CAFR they review.



Certificate Program – Evaluation Process

 SRC reviewers can use abbreviated checklist.

 Only grading sheet submitted to GFOA.

 Needs Improvement

 Proficient

 Very good

 Outstanding



Certificate Program – Evaluation Process

 CAFR reviewed by SRC reviewer and GFOA technical 
services center professional staff (staff member 
review and senior staff member review).

 Reviews combined and evaluated together.

 Certificate issued if consensus among reviewers that 
CAFR substantially complies with GAAP and 
program requirements.



Certificate Program – Evaluation Process

 Some questions on the checklist automatically 
disqualify a CAFR.

 In limited circumstances, CAFR may receive award 
with a qualification.

 Certificate cannot be issued if SRC reviewer dissents.



Certificate Program – Evaluation Process

 Qualified awards normally given only to successful, 
ongoing program participants in one of the following 
specific situations:

 Item present in prior year CAFR but no comment

 Item present in prior year CAFR and received comment that 
did not result in qualification

 Item unique to current year CAFR

 Item relates to implementation of new authoritative 
pronouncement



Certificate Program – Evaluation Process

 Focus of program is not absolute perfection.

 Application answers are evaluated.

 Treatment of component units

 Budget legal level of control

 Short-term debt activity

 Retiree healthcare benefits



Certificate Program – Evaluation Reminders

 CAFR is evaluated for compliance with program 
requirements as well as GAAP competency.

 Make sure application answers are updated and not 
merely carried forward from the prior year.

 Application contains series of questions used to 
identify required disclosures. These questions 
change frequently as the Certificate Program focuses 
on different areas and how new GASB Statements 
are implemented.



What make a CAFR great?

 Technical competency

 Appearance/presentation/ease of navigation



Technical Competency

 All GAAP requirements met.

 GFOA provides free disclosure checklist.

 Make sure new standards are fully implemented.

 All Certificate Program requirements met .

 Prior year reviewer comments are addressed.

 Application and fees are submitted.

 Prior year Certificate is included in Introduction Section.

 Be mindful of GFOA “hot buttons” for the year.



Technical Competency

 To identify GFOA “hot buttons”, look specifically at 
questions in the application, SRC reviewer checklist 
and be mindful to update all parts of the CAFR for 
new standards being implemented.  Many times 
SSAP will be impacted.  Other sections of CAFR can 
also be impacted.  With GASB 68, the relevant 
policies section of the Letter of Transmittal was 
impacted.



Technical Competency

 Utilize available resources to identify common 
financial reporting deficiencies.

 Auditor General

 GFOA website (in the Certificate Program section)

 Articles (generally published in September) summarizing 
common SRC review comments

 Your auditor’s areas of concern/concentration



Appearance/Layout/Ease of Navigation

 Appearance can give an overall good first 
impression.  It can make the reader want to dive in to 
the CAFR and learn about your entity.

 Simple things make a difference.

 Use pictures and applicable graphics. (Remember 
that a picture is worth a thousand words.)



Appearance – Effective use of pictures



Appearance – Effective use of graphics



Appearance – Effective use of graphics



Appearance – Effective use of graphics



Layout – Use of dual columns



Layout – Use of dual columns



Layout – Combining charts and narrative



Layout – Combining graphs and narrative



Layout – Explanations within statements



Layout – Use of color



Layout – Creative use of orientation



Layout – Use of picture insets



Ease of Navigation



Ease of Navigation



Ease of Navigation



Using Technology

 Even simple application of technology can make a 
significant difference. 

 Charts

 Graphs

 Page layout options

 Bookmarks

 Color



Using Technology

 CAFR software can enhance ease of completion and 
provide for time savings and consistency within the 
document.

 Government specific software modules

 CAFR Online

 CAFR Unlimited

 Tyler Technologies Statement Builder



Using Technology – Simplified Overview of software 
application CAFR Assistance

 Trial balance is imported.

 TB is grouped into fund level financial statement 
categories.

 Adjustments are made to arrive at entity-wide 
statement amounts.

 Footnotes can be separate upload or may be tied to 
statement amounts for some disclosures.



Using Technology – Simplified Overview of 
software application CAFR Assistance

 Cash flow statements generally are prepared 
separately.  Sometimes analytical tools are available 
to assist with SCF.

 MD&A and Letter of Transmittal may be separate 
upload or can be linked to statement amounts in 
some software applications.

 Certain Statistical tables can be linked to statement 
amounts while others may be separate upload.



Using Technology – Things to consider

 How will the trial balance be imported… file formats 
accepted?

 How can the statements be exported?  Excel?  Word? 
PDF? How often?  Partial or only all at once?

 How can completeness of mapping/grouping in 
statements be determined?

 Tools for conversion to entity-wide statements?

 How are cash flow statements prepared?  Tools 
available?



Using Technology

 Tools available to prepare MD&A,  Letter of 
Transmittal, and Stats?  What if amounts in the 
statements change?  Will these change 
automatically?

 Can multiple users have access at the same time?

 Are accounts mapped/grouped just by account 
number or is there a way to modify the account 
grouping?

 Will software assist with completion of the AFR?



Using Technology

 Are there different levels of access?  Are certain 
employees only provided access to certain sections?

 What kind of audit trail for modifications and 
adjustments is available and who can access it?  Can 
the System Administrator modify it?

 Are prior year amounts locked from future 
modifications/changes after the CAFR is issued?

 How user friendly is the software? Intuitive? Similar 
functionality to other types of software (MS Office?)?



Don’t You Feel Better?

Preparation of 
an award 
winning CAFR 
is worth the 
effort and can 
be done with 
some planning 
and attention to 
a few details.  
Enhancing 
financial 
reporting is an 
on-going 
process.  


